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The VSP department at TU Berlin has been experimenting in recent years with developing 
open-source, web-based visualization platforms for displaying MATSim results. These have 
taken different names including MatHub and afterSim, and SimWrapper is the name of the 
latest incarnation of this research.

SimWrapper is a unique, open-source and web-based data visualization platform intended 
for researchers who wish to build interactive dashboards that summarize the results of their 
MATSim runs. Like many other dashboard tools, SimWrapper provides functionality for 
displaying basic interactive charts such as bar, line, area, pie, and scatterplots.

But SimWrapper is also able to create advanced map-based visualizations of large datasets 
from MATSim, including link-based plots for road volumes, emissions, etc; and also other 
types of visualizations such as aggregations of activity locations, transit network data, 
mode shift diagrams, animations of vehicle positions, and more. 

The platform is designed as a standalone website which is configured to access files stored 
on your local machine, network file storage, or if available, internet-based file storage. For 
example at VSP, analysts often review run outputs on their local machines, and then publish 
“good” runs to our departmental public file server. There is a companion “simwrapper” python 
package available on the Python package library “pip”, which makes accessing files on 
LAN network servers relatively painless.

The basic workflow is as follows: upon completion of a MATSim run, some post-processing 
scripts produce summary datasets usually in CSV format. Along with the datasets, the user 
supplies some configuration for each dashboard, which defines the layout, what visualizations 
to place where, and any configuration data needed for that panel such as locations of input 
files, initial color and width specifications, etc. These configurations can be set on a project 
level or for individual runs, and are stored as “YAML”-format text files along with the run 
outputs. The SimWrapper website reads these files and generates the dashboards. 

Dashboards can be organized into separate pages, be full-screen, or a special side-by-side 
mode is available for comparison tasks.

SimWrapper is being used by several project teams at VSP and by external researchers as 
well. It is generic enough to be broadly useful, but it is not intended to supercede or replace 
advanced GIS tools such as QGis nor commercial MATSim analysis packages. 

Some example screenshots follow; but most ideal would be a time slot at the MATSim user’s 
meeting for a demo of the latest interactive capabilities.

The platform is 100% open-source and the code is available on GitHub. We invite you to see 
what is possible at
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